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CineCentral

Eager to reconnect with the Cine community in person? 
Take your place at CineCentral, NAB’s 360-degree 
“neighborhood,” and engage with content creators headed 
back to work!

Located in the heart of LVCC’s Central Hall, CineCentral is 
the optimal location to show off your products and 
services to studios, filmmakers, and crew. Exhibit your 
hardware or software, participate in workflow demos, 
share your knowledge on the stage, and casually mingle 
with content creators eager for information.

Be front and center with professional filmmakers. Join 
CineCentral at NAB Show 2021.



CineCentral

CINESTAGE:

CineStage is home to four days of ‘how-to’ panels and talks featuring 
above- and below-the-line filmmakers and your hardware, software, 
or service. There’ll be discussions about innovations in preproduction, 
production and post, and about the next wave of change coming to 
our cine business. We’ll delve into cinematography with large sensor 
cameras, LED lighting, wireless and cloud workflows, virtual 
production, previz and digital characters and also look at crew 
changes and career guidance.

There won’t be any sales pitches…just insights, tips and tricks that 
deliver value to studios, directors, producers, department heads, 
artists and crew.



CineCentral

CINE DEMO ZONE:

Cine Demo Zone will be home to the latest multi-product workflow 
solutions. The Zone’s a place where you can showcase how your 
products and services interface with complementary vendors from set 
to post and demonstrate best practices for optimal results.

Take your place amongst your colleagues and give filmmakers first-
hand experience in how your tools operate in real world settings. 
Potential workflows to be demonstrated include wireless sets, remote 
production, and machine and deep-learning enhanced production 
and post.

TECHSHOWCASE:

Display your emerging cine production and post technology at the 
TechShowCase, a series of modular showcases. TechShowCase will 
be located in immediate view of the casual networking area, 
CineSpace, to ignite filmmaker curiosity about your product.



Attendees

NAB Show is well attended by professionals whose crafts range from preproduction  
through mastering and production management, including members of:



CineCentral

TECH SHOWCASE SPONSOR
$2,750 15 available
$2,500 Cine Stage 50-Minute 

Session Add-on

What’s Included:
• One (1) 6’ x 4’ table including power

and 3 chairs
• Sponsor logo included within 

CineCentral marketing 
promotions (email, social, 
web, etc.); Sponsor 
recognition format dependent 
on available space 

BOGO OFFER
Free 2022 NAB Show Tech Showcase 
spot with 2021 NAB Show purchase



CineCentral

CINESTAGE SESSION SPONSOR
$4,950
10 Available

What’s Included:
• One (1) 50-minute session on stage in the 

CineCentral Theater with seating for more than 
75 filmmakers.

• Sponsor logo included within CineCentral
marketing promotions (email, social, web, etc.); 
Sponsor recognition format dependent on 
available space 

• Scanned badge data from session attendees 
(NAB delivers after show conclusion)

• One (1) “Pick 4” Conference Item 
registrations to NAB Show (Sponsor must 
register online with the codes assigned by NAB)

• Video recording of session (NAB delivers  after
show conclusion)



CineCentral

CINE DEMO ZONE
$7,500 Lead Sponsor
One (1) Available - Company providing overarching technology (e.g., cloud services, 5G or LTE 
connectivity, etc.)

CINE DEMO ZONE
$2,750 Participating Sponsor
$2,500  CineStage 50-Minute Session Add-On
Six (6) Available – Company with compatible product or service demoing in the workflow 
solution

What’s Included – Lead Sponsor
• (1) 50-minute CineStage session 
• Special onsite signage in Cine Demo Zone
• Data from attendees scanned in CineCentral Theater sponsored session (NAB delivers after 

show conclusion)

What’s Included – Lead Sponsor + Participating Sponsor
• Sponsor logo included within CineCentral marketing promotions (email, social, web, etc.); 

Sponsor recognition format dependent on available space 
• One (1) “Pick 4” Conference Item registrations to NAB Show (Sponsor must register online 

with the codes assigned by NAB)



CineCentral

HAPPY HOUR SPONSOR
$10,000

What’s Included
• Be the EXCLUSIVE sponsor of a  

CineCentral Happy Hour on a day of 
your  choice (Sun., Mon., Tues.)

• NAB will provide drinks and light
fare during the reception

• Opportunity to provide promotional 
items  or giveaways, including branded 
napkins and tabletop signs (items to be 
provided by and shipped at sponsor 
expense and must be approved by 
show management)

• Sponsor logo included within 
CineCentral marketing promotions 
(email, social, web, etc.); Sponsor 
recognition format dependent on 
available space 



CineCentral

CineStage Sample Session Topics

Working  creatives  and technologists describe how they solved problems and made movie magic 

1. VIRTUAL PRODUCTION TAKES CENTER STAGE: Virtual production techniques are being used on a wide range of  
projects, from elaborate space odysseys to serial TV. Hear how filmmakers are charting new territory with this 21st  
Century approach to content creation that combines live action cinematography, real-time computer graphic set  
elements and game engine technologies in the cloud.

2. NOT YOUR DADDY’S PRE-PRODUCTION: Virtual scouting, algorithm-powered, script notation apps, new  
director’s scopes, previsualizations, new workflow tests, and more. Learn how the latest preproduction tools and 
processes are helping filmmakers better plan and visualize their project.

3. GAME ENGINES COME TO PRODUCTION: Game engines have brought real-time production techniques to film and 
TV projects of all sizes. They are up-ending traditional workflows, enhancing creative collaboration across 
departments, tightening finishing schedules, and more. Expand your skillset  with this “must know” technology, which 
is poised to transform how content is made and maybe even your job.

4. WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT LED LIGHTING ON SET: (plus standards): LED lights are easy to set up and  
use, but there’s lots of new information to absorb before you can confidently use them professionally.  Filmmakers 
and LED pros talk about how to access and manage variable light quality and camera response, how lighting with 
LEDs alters crew makeup, plus how to harness LEDs for new artistic possibilities.

5. HOW TO PRODUCE OPTIMAL HDR AND SDR DELIVERABLES WITH ACES: Simultaneous HDR and SDR  deliverables 
have become mainstream, and with them has come new best practices and workflows from  preproduction to post. 
Hear how filmmakers are navigating the challenges by harnessing ACES and by applying new  methodologies to pre -
production testing, monitoring and exposure on the set, and to color correction.



CineCentral

CineStage Sample Session Topics continued...

6. NO CREW? NO PROBLEM. SHOOTING GREAT CONTENT ON YOUR OWN: With today’s high quality, low-light cameras, 
LED lights, and powerful, integrated editing and post systems, it’s possible to “make great music” with a one- or two-
person band. Filmmakers who have  built a successful career doing just that share their tips and tricks for production 
planning, building  a kit, achieving the highest production values possible, and delivering the goods.

7. 6K…8K...12K…OK?: It wasn’t so long ago that we moved from HD to 4K, now everything from 6K -12K is available 
to filmmakers. Hear from experts on when more resolution could benefit your project (and not) and what it will take 
to support it.

8. INNOVATIONS IN WIRELESS WORKFLOWS FOR PRODUCTION: Robust cloud platforms are  bringing new tools 
to our fingertips, streamlining logistics and maximizing efficiencies. Hear how  filmmakers have used new cloud -
based tools to explore creative solutions, work together across long distances, condense production schedules, 
and minimize costs.

9. CATCHING THE ACTION IN UNSCRIPTED TELEVISION: Cross-departmental teamwork is the rule in unscripted 
television, where crews must act in unison to successfully capture the action. Become acquainted with the tools and 
techniques filmmakers use to enhance their flexibility and glimpse how camera, sound and other departments align 
their activities in a world without detailed scripts and second takes.

10. SHOOTING CINEMATIC MULTICAM: Streamers and other media outlets are demanding better looking “live” 
content. Hear from experts on how to make your next multicam shoot shine.



Let’s get started.

Contact NAB Sales

mailto:sales@nab.org?subject=Re:%20Interested%20in%20CineCentral

